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1 Introduction

Last year we had developed a system that detects nuclei automatically and
we had started to collect cell patches to build a classifier discriminating
between malign and benign cells. The past 12 months we have made the
following progress:

1. The number of collected cell patches was more than doubled in size
(Section 2).

2. We have started to classify the cell patches using a traditional classi-
fication method, as well as a very modern one, namely Deep Neural
Networks (Section 3).

3. We have explored an alternative approach to image representation and
feature extraction. It is based on a polar representation of the image
input (Section 4).

In the last section we discuss, what needs to be done in the third year
(Section 5).

2 Database of Cell Patches

Last year we had collected almost 10’000 cell patches. This year we have
added another 10’000, again sorted by our cytologist Ciprian Ţigăneşteanu.
The Table below shows the present total count; Figure 1 shows some ex-
ample nuclei. This is by far the largest database ever collected and (paper)
reviewers in general have shown great interest in the database.

The database has however two downsides. First, it has not been con-
firmed by another cytologist yet - as repeatedly criticized by some reviewers.
Second, a small number of nuclei are not centered exactly in the image cen-
ter.
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Table 1: Cell count per type.
Type Grade Count No. Subjects

ASCUS light 1154 5
LSIL moderate 637 5
superficial normal 2693 4
intermediar normal 3648 5
inflamated normal 1273 5

Total Cells 9405

other not appl. 10743 5

Total Patches 20148

Figure 1: Examples of collected nuclei. The first two rows are representa-
tives of pathologic cases (ASCUS, LSIL); rows three to five are examples of
healthy cells (superficial, intermediar, inflamated). The bottom row (other)
shows structures similar to those cell nuclei or other nuclei types.

3 Classification

Three types of tasks have been carried out. One is a discrimination between
nucleus and non-nucleus. Another is a classification into the five cell types.
A third task is the retrieval of the individual cell types. All three tasks
are tested with different features: once with the individual pixel values, for
which a Deep Neural Network is the most powerful classifier; and once with
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the iso-contour description as introduced last year (see annual report 2015).
Both types of features are tested with and without color.

The network Deep Neural Network we employed is the Belief Network
used by Hinton [1]. For both classification tasks, the nucleus/non-nucleus
discrimination and the cell type classification, a four-layer network is trained
- a network with two hidden layers. The first layer is the input layer and
takes the image pixels one-on-one as individual units (or nodes or dimension-
s). The second layer - the first hidden layer - is a very large layer, typically
multiple times numerous in unit number than the input layer: it detects the
characteristic structure or texture in images and can be loosely regarded as
the feature layer. The third layer - the second hidden layer - combines the
output of the second layer and has typically fewer units then the second
layer. The fourth layer - the output layer - combines the output of the third
layer and has a dimensionality equal the number of classes. Later we will
denote the unit count for layers one through four as 4-tuple, i.e. (3’721,
10’000, 2’000, 2).

Nucleus/Non-Nucleus Discrimination In this task one discriminates
between the 9405 nucleus patches and the 10743 non-nucleus patches. A
classification with pixels performed by far the best with accuracy, precision
and recall values as shown in the upper left of Fig. 2. A patch size of
approx. 61×61 pixels yielded the best results: for patch sizes 51×51 pixels
and 81×81 pixels, the performance was significantly lower. For gray-scale
patches, the node count is (3’721, 12k, 2k, 2). For patches with color, the
node count is (11’163, 30k, 3k, 2). The use of color yielded better results.

Five-Type Classification Here one discriminates between the five cell
types (ASCUS, LSIL, etc). Again, for pixels one achieves the highest per-
formance including the color channels. But with the iso-contour description
one obtains an almost equally good performance (upper right in Fig.2); those
results were obtained with a one-versus-all Support Vector machine using a
five-fold cross-validation; for the Belief Networks we were not always able
to use all five folds due to constraints in resources.

Five-Type Retrieval A retrieval procedure is typically carried out with
some sort of similarity measurement between pairs of items. As we lack
such a measure in our system, and because we prefer to exploit the power of
classification algorithms, we use the exact same classifiers as above but use
the posterior values for retrieval: instead of making a classification decision
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Figure 2: Classification and retrieval performance for the two tasks. Pix:
pixels classified with a Belief Network; Iso: feature description based on
iso-contours, classified with a Support Vector Machine. For retrieval, the
posterior values of the classifiers are exploited - no actual classification deci-
sion is made; average precision is the area under the precision-recall curve.

with the five posterior values per sample, the posterior values for all samples
of one nucleus type are sorted in decreasing order; from that sorting one
creates a precision-recall curve. As a performance measure, we take the
commonly used area under the curve, see lower left in Fig. 2.

The average precision value does however not tell us if there are any
hits amongst the first few retrievals. This is important because otherwise
the cytologist might as well skip the analysis of retrieval and observe the
histological image directly. In order to aid the cytologist, the retrieval of
pathologic cases should show in particular under the first few tens of re-
trievals an affected case. We therefore verified for cases ASCUS and LSIL
that under the first 10 retrievals, at least one was present. This was always
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the case.

3.1 Discussion

The attempt of direct nucleus classification shows considerable promise. The
retrieval results point to a system that can assist the cytologist to identify
pathologic cases in much less than an hour. This potential speed-up needs
to be confirmed by a retrieval of all tens or hundreds of thousands of nuclei
candidates for a full image - and not just 10’000. In order to avoid the loss
of nuclei during the nucleus/non-nucleus discrimination stage, one can bias
the decision to show a higher recall at the cost of lower precision, a bias shift
which should not deteriorate the retrieval performance substantially.

Furthermore, the classification and retrieval with a feature description -
in our case based on iso-contours - should not be dismissed yet; in fact, for
LSIL the retrieval performance is the same as with a Belief Network. There
is room for further improvements and one can also use more descriptions
such es edges, ridges and rivers and not just iso-contours.

The optimal patch size appeared to be just about the size of the nucleus
(60 x 60 pixels). For larger patch sizes the prediction accuracy decreased,
which shows that the cytoplasm does not carry information for a discrimi-
nation between cell types. Nevertheless, one could try to classify the entire
301x301 patch in order to include also the cell boundaries, but we suspect
that the gain in prediction will be rather small.

4 Cell and Nuclei Segmentation - An Alternative

This alternative approach is based on a polar description of the image, with
the nucleus center being the origin. It has produced some remarkable early
results, which gave us the motivation to continue the approach. Section 4.1
introduces the polar description and the segmentation method; Section 4.2
the feature extraction and some classification results.

4.1 Polar Description and Image Segmentation

There are three steps:
1. An image Cartesian-to-Polar transformation, re-dimensioning and the

addition of a fourth pixel dimension.
2. Use of the k-means clustering method as the primary (unrefined) seg-

mentation.
3. Post-processing, including merging of clusters.
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Figure 3: a. Candidate image. b. Sampling points. c. Polar transform of
the re-sampled candidate image.

1. Image transformation The candidate images contain, in the ideal
case, concentric layers (representing nucleus, cytoplasm and background),
therefore the polar transformation comes as a natural first step. The trans-
formation itself does not introduce or uncover new information, but it ar-
ranges the information in a way that makes further operations easier. This
step is also used here for re-dimensioning, keeping, for each image, only pix-
els at certain angles theta and certain distances d from the center of the
image, marked with magenta in Fig. 3b. Using a set of 60 equally spaced
angles and 36 distances, the number of pixels can be reduced from 90601 to
just 2160 while at the same retaining the most significant elements of the
image. The number of angles and distances are adjustable parameters, but
the chosen values seemed to be sufficient for the current resolution. Since
the most significant information is concentrated around the nucleus (and
the nucleus is assumed to contain the seed), the selected distances become
more sparse with distance from seed.

In order to improve the k-means segmentation in step B, a fourth com-
ponent is added pre-emptively to each pixel of the transformed image. The
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Figure 4: Processing chain for a candidate image. a. Candidate image. b.
Polar transform. c. k-means clustering with k=4. d. Removal of uncon-
nected areas. e. Ordering of clusters. f. Merging of clusters.

reason for the fourth value is to convey the information to the k-means clus-
tering that, ideally, the top pixels form the nucleus, the middle pixels form
the cytoplasm and the lower pixels form the background of the cell. Look-
ing at the values v along any column of the transform image, the fourth
dimension encourages pixels at very small or very large distances from the
seed to classify naturally, while also gently increasing the Euclidean distance
between the top and bottom pixels in the transformed image.

2. K-means clustering The 4D pixel array is clustered using the k-
means for three values of k (k=3, k=4 and k=5) and for determining the
optimal number of clusters, we have considered the silhouette method (Fig.
4c).

3. Post-processing Post-processing consists of various morphological
operations that further improve the clustering results:
Removal of unconnected areas: Considering that the cell should have
the nucleus and cytoplasm in one connected area each, this step keeps for
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each cluster only the largest connected area and re-assigns any other group
of pixels to label black (unused), represented as black in further images (Fig.
4d). For this step, the first and last columns of the transformed image are
considered connected (since they represent consecutive sampling angles).
Merging of nucleus parts: If the centroids of the uppermost two clusters
are close enough, they should merge. Also as part of this step, black areas
engulfed by the nucleus are assigned the same label, the nucleus label.
Ordering of clusters: This step orders the clusters so that the uppermost
cluster (usually the nucleus) is the darkest and the lowermost cluster (usually
the whitish background) is the lightest (Fig. 4e). As decided at the previous
step, the nucleus is the cluster with the lowest mean vertical position of the
pixels (closest to the uppermost row). Cytoplasm is the cluster with the
greatest contact to the nucleus. The other clusters are then sorted by the
mean vertical position of the pixels.
Merging of cytoplasm parts: For the cytoplasm cluster determined at
the previous step and each of the other clusters except the nucleus, the
statistical mean and standard deviation of the red layer or the blue layer
are computed (depending on the dominant color of the nucleus) (Fig. 4f).
If the normalized distributions of the cytoplasm cluster and another cluster
overlap significantly, the two clusters are merged.

4.2 Feature Extraction and Classification Results

Feature Extraction Once the segmentation has been completed, param-
eters useful to the decision making module can be extracted. The aim of
the decision module is thus the identification of non-cells with the reasoning
that anything that is not weird enough should be treated as an actual cell.
There are two types of parameters: strong indicators and weak indicators
that the candidate is a non-cell.
The strong indicators are:
I1: Whiteness of the nucleus class
I2: Whiteness of the cytoplasm class
I3: Contrast between the nucleus class and the cytoplasm class

The weak indicators that the candidate is a non-cell are:
I4: A radius estimation for the nucleus cluster
I5: A measure of nucleus cluster roundness
I6: A contact index between the nucleus and the cytoplasm cluster
I7: The area ratio between the nucleus and the cytoplasm cluster
I8: A nucleus colour index
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For each candidate, we compute the membership values to class non-cell
µi according to the strong indicators I1, I2 and I3 and the weak indicators
I4 I8. The aggregate membership µ is the weighted sum of the fuzzy mem-
berships for all indicators. A candidate is deemed non-cell if the aggregate
membership µ exceeds threshold T = 1.

The segmentation method has a number of adjustable parameters (the
number of angles and distances used in re-dimensioning, the scaling factor
for the fourth dimension of pixels, the type of distance for the adaptive k-
means algorithm, merging rules, etc.) and one perspective would be to study
the influence of these parameters on the overall classification. Furthermore,
the number of indicators may be increased and finer classifications may
be attempted. Thus, the automatic segmentation on the redimensioned
polar transform shows potential to decrease the computational effort and
outperform the approached based on Cartesian images.

Classification Results So far a classification between nuclei and non-
nuclei has been carried out with this method, details in [2]. It did not quite
achieve the same results as with a Deep Belief Networks (Fig. 2, Section
3). There are however a number of other tests that one can carry out with
this method, for instance using the polar description as input to the Deep
Neural Networks.

5 Summary

We have classified the database with two objectives in mind. One was the
discrimination between nucleus and non-nucleus. This objective is impor-
tant because the detection of nuclei is not perfect and the discrimination
would help to reduce the number of false alarms [3]. So far, Deep Belief
Neural Networks have shown the most accurate prediction. The use of po-
lar images is an alternative approach that needs to be further evaluated.

The second objective was the discrimination between malign and benign
classes, in our case two stages of carcinogen nuclei versus three healthy nuclei
classes. The present retrieval results show that nuclei information alone can
be probably sufficient for computer-assistive diagnosis of Pap Smear images.
A description by iso-contours was in some cases as informative as a Deep
Belief Network.
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Publications Our work has always been appreciated and we have received
a lot of encouragement, but we have not succeeded at the big conferences
yet. So far we managed to publish the alternative route (Section 4), see [2].
For the method that had showed better performance (Section 3) we still try
to convince our peers of the success of our methods [4].

Upcoming Work To move toward a system that will be accepted by the
medical community, there are two issues we need to address in particular:

1. It is necessary to confirm the labeling of the collected database of cell
patches by another cytologist, ideally another two cytologists.

2. To show that the retrieval of malign cases is also successful for entire
set of nuclei for an image and not only a subset of it.
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Raport activitate Genetic Lab SRL - proiect PAPDIA, etapa 2016 
 

 

Activitatea: Achizitie si actualizare baza de date cu imagini 

 

In aceasta etapa a proiectului se urmareste marirea bazei de date cu noi imagini de 

citologie lichida in vederea acoperirii unei palete cat mai largi de probe si clasificate 

conform Sistemului de raportare a citologiei colului uterin Bethesda 2001.  

In acest scop s-au recoltat peste 200 de probe in cadrul clinicii, urmarind protocoalele 

raportate in prima faza: 

 

1. Prelevare 

2. Colorare 

3. Analiza anatomo-patolog 

4. Eliberare buletin 

5. Scanare lame citologice 

6. Arhivare 

 

Metodă - citologie în mediu lichid, coloraţie Papanicolaou. 

Toate analizele si experimentele au fost facute intr-o configuratie de laborator de 

citologie clasica. Probele au fost prelevate de la paciente care au fost indrumate de 

catre medicii ginecologi pentru controale de rutina periodice . La cele mai multe s-a 

facut in paralel si controlul infectiei cu virusul HPV, HCV si HBV. Controlul 

virusurilor hepatice este realizat in vederea protejari operatorilor citologi care vin in 

contact cu probele prelevate. Lamele au fost analizate de catre anatomo-patologi, 

dupa care au fost preluate imagini pe un microscop Olympus C21 cu camera 

Olympus C7070 la o rezolutie de 7 Mpixeli. Pentru fiecare pacienta s-au achizitionat 

cel putin 30 de campuri de microscopie la o marire de 20X. Formatul imaginilor a 

fost JPEG pentru a micsora marimea fisierelor. 

Lamele analizate au fost arhivate prin digitizarea acestora cu un scanner histologic 

achizitionat in prima etapa a proiectului, iScan Coreo de la Roche Diagnostic: 

Caracteristicile tehnice ale acestui aparat sunt urmatoarele: 

-Capacitate de scanare continua pana la 160 de lame 

-Viteza mare de scanare 

-Magnificare optica selectionabila 10 X, 20 X, 40 X 

-Identificare automata a regiunilor tisulare 

-Posibilitatea scanarii in volum cu Z plan 

-Formatul fisierelor este TIFF 

-Software de vizualizare a imaginilor. 

Marimea fisierelor rezultate este variabila si depinde de rezolutia de scanare optata. 

Aceasta poate varia pentru lamele de citologie lichida intre 1 Gb si 50 Gb. Marimea 

foarte mare a fisierelor rezultate ridica si probleme de stocare. 

 

Activitatea. Proiectare si actualizare platfoma web a proiectului 
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In cadrul acestei activitati s-a discutat si stabilit cu partenerul CO modalitatea de 

realizare si structura bazei de date aferenta proiectului. S-au elaborat modalitatile de 

upload a imaginilor, formatul acestora, dimensiunea maxima posibila si modalitatea 

de adnotare. 

 

Activitatea .Selectia trasaturilor relevante specifice imaginilor citologice 

 

Pentru ca imaginile scanate sa fie acceptate de catre platforma software sunt necesare 

mai multe conditii obligatorii: 

- dimensiunea acestor imagini sa fie cat mai mica 

- fiecare imagine sa contina cat mai putine celule in camp si acestea sa fie uniforme 

- celule existente in camp sa fie clasificate si adnotate conform sistemului Bethesda 

2001 

In vederea realizarii acestor deziderate un nr mare de imagini scanate au fost 

segmentate iar segmentele acestea au fost adnoate de histologii echipei noastre.  

O clasificare sumara a acestui tip de clasificare interna este prezentat mai jos: 

 
Tip celula/imagine exemplu 

1. Artefact. 

 
2. Celula bazala suprapusa cu o celula intermediara si o celula superficiala. 

 
3. Celula bazala. In fundal se observa citoliza si prezenta de polimorfonucleate. 
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4. Celula bazala. In vecinatate se observa 2 celule superficiale suprapuse. 

 
5. Celula intermediara. 

 
6. Celula intermediara acoperita de polimorfonucleate. 

 
7.Celula intermediara binucleata, cu nuclei usor crescuti de volum, ce schiteaza halou 

perinuclear. 
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8. Celula intermediara binucleata, cu nuclei usor crescuti de volum. 

 
9. Celula intermediara cu modificari celulare reactive, falsa eozinofilie. 

 
10. Celula intermediara suprapusa cu o celula superficiala. 

 
11. Celula metaplaziata. 
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12. Celula metaplaziata suprapusa cu celule intermediare. 

 
13. Celula metaplaziata suprapusa cu celule superficiale si nuclei denudati. 

 
14. Celula parabazala. 

 
15. Celula superficiala. 
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16. Celula superficiala. 

 
17. Celula superficiala. 

 
18. Celula superficiala binucleata, cu nuclei crescuti de volum (x2,5-3), cu margine nucleara 

neregulata, hipercromi. 

 
19. Celula superficiala cu modificari celulare reactive. 
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20. Celule intermediare suprapuse cu modificari celulare reactive. 

 
21. Celule superficiale suprapuse, unele cu nuclei hipertrofi (x2,5-3), usor hipercromi, 

pleomorfism nuclear. 

 
22. Grup de celule glandulare endocervicale. 

 
23. Grup de celule glandulare endocervicale. 
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24. Grup de celule glandulare. 

 
25. Koilocit. Celula intermediara cu nucleu crescut de volum (x3-4), hipercrom, cu margine 

nucleara neregulata. 

 
26. Koilocit. Celula superficiala binucleata, cu nuclei crescuti de volum (x3-4), hipercromi, 

cu margine nucleara neregulata, halou perinuclear. 

 
27. Koilocit.Celula superficiala cu nucleu crescut de volum si halou perinuclear. 
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28. Koilocite. Celule intermediare si superficiale cu nuclei crescuti de volum (x3-4), 

hipercromi, cu margine nucleara neregulata, halou perinulear, binucleeri. 

 
29. Nucleu denudat.In fundal se observa citoliza. 

 
30. Polimorfonucleate partial degradate. 

 
 

Activitea: Compararea performantelor ale clasificatorilor si Modelarea sistemului de 

diagnostic automat 

In cadrul acestei etape s-a analizat daca criteriile alese pentru imaginile sunt conforme si 

compatibile cu software-ul propus. S-a verificat care este dimensiunea optima a acestora ca 

timpul de analiza sa fie cat mai scurt.  


